As-grown Czochralski silicon samples with different oxygen concentrations have been heated at temperatures in the range 350-500 "C. Oxygen loss during anneals at low temperatures (Ts400 "C) is shown to follow second-order kinetics and measurements led to values of oxygen diffusivity that were larger than normal by a factor of -3, assuming the capture radius for dimer formation was 5 A. Variations in the rate of [O,] loss during more extended anneals could be explained if oxygen diffusion was initially enhanced but tended to its normal value as the anneals progressed. Much greater initial enhancements were derived from similar measurements for samples which had been hydrogenated by a heat treatment in HZ gas at 1300 "C for 30 min followed by a rapid quench to room temperature, and the enhancements were consistent with values derived from measurements of the relaxation of stress-induced dichroism. At higher temperatures (Ta450 "C) the measured rates of COi] loss were less than the expected rate of Oi-Oi interaction and tended to vary with increasingly high powers of [Oil. Modeling of the clustering process demonstrated that the reductions could be explained if the oxygen dimers were present in a quasiequilibrium concentration throughout the anneals. The establishment of this equilibrium appears to require that oxygen dimers diffuse much more rapidly than isolated Oi atoms. The kinetics of oxygen loss over the whole range of temperatures can then be explained if dimer clustering leads mainly to increases in concentrations of agglomorates containing large numbers (>8) of oxygen atoms. It is therefore possible to account for thermal donor (TD) formation based on the formation of different sizes of oxygen clusters, although the possibility that self-interstitials are involved in TD formation is not excluded. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics.
INTRODUCTION
As-grown Czochralski (Cz) silicon contains isolated interstitial oxygen atoms in concentrations This is a highly supersaturated solution but it is stable because the impurities are not mobile at room temperature. Oxygen diffusion has been measuredlv9 over the wide range of temperatures 1280ZG>300 "C and "normal," i.e., unenhanced, values (Fig. 1) are described by DoxY =0.13 exp (-253 eV/kT) cm2 s-l. If the temperature is raised above -350 "C, the diffusion coefficient of Oi atoms D OXY becomes sufficientIy large for long-range migration to occur and there is then a measurable loss of these atoms from solution due to the formation of oxygen clusters.10711
Heat treatments at high temperatures CT2650 "C) lead to the growth of SiO, precipitates which can be monitored by transmission electron microscopy (TEM),12-14 defect etching, and small-angle neutron scattering (SANS).15.16 Measurements demonstrated that the number density of precipitates N was relatively independent of anneal time once the initial transient associated with the nucleation stage had occurred.17 The observed tendency of N to decrease slowly ' after long anneals was explained in terms of Ostwald ripening, implying a dynamical equilibrium between the capture of Oi atoms from solution and their dissolution from precipitates. Quasiequilibrium values of N=6X lo3 exp(3.0 eV/kT)cmm3 were determined in material heated in argon at various anneal temperaturesi and the effective dif&sion coefficient of oxygen atoms could then be deduced from measurements of the loss of [O,] during isothermal anneals using the kinetic equations of Ham.'* The values of DOxY deduced in this way'2,'6,'7 corresponded to normal oxygen diffusion (Fig. 2) in agreement with an analysis of TEM results.13 Normal oxygen diffusion was therefore shown to be the ratelimiting step for precipitation even though self-interstitial generation must have occurred at the surfaces of the SiO* particles followed by diffusion into the surrounding matrix in order to accommodate the local increase in volume. '9-23 Following anneals at lower temperatures (485G' ~650 "C) TEM measurements revealed unidentified "black dot" contrast together with long ribbonlike defects (RLD); On the basis of optical-diffraction patterns obtained from TEM direct lattice images these defects were attributed to coesite,24725 a high-pressure phase of silica. The formation of oxygen clusters as large as the RLDs at 485 "C would have required the oxygen diffusivity to have been enhanced26 by a factor of lo4 (Fig. 2) ; however, observation of TEM contrast does not necessarily imply that the defect involves atoms other than silicon. Subsequently the use of the electronenergy-loss technique provided no evidence for the presence T CC, 1200 800 600 400 1o-s , , , , 1 , , , of high concentrations of oxygen atoms in the RLDs which were instead attributed to hexagonal silicon nucleated by the agglomaration of self-interstitials.z7 These Si interstitials were assumed to have been generated during formation of much smaller oxygen clusters which might have produced the black dot contrast. In a more recent TEM study the attribution of RLDs to hexagonal silicon has been questioned,'* but no alternative structure was suggested. Nevertheless, oxygen has been detected29 in RLDs formed during an anneal at 635 'C but the oxygen/silicon ratio (-6%) was too low to be consistent with the assignment to SiO,. In fact, the levels of oxygen detected can be explained by the precipitation of oxygen with normal D,, on to a structure otherwise involving only self-interstitials. Jrrespective of this uncertainty, oxygen clusters as large as RLDs should have been detected by SANS, contrary to experimental results.'7,3Q31 In summary, although large defects have been observed, they do not appear to correspond to oxygen clusters and the TEM data cannot be considered to provide reliable evidence for enhanced oxygen diffusion. Secondary-ion-massspectrometry (SIMS) measurements of oxygen out-diffusion3233 at similar temperatures have lead to anomalously large estimates of Doxy (Fig. 2) ; however, these measurements can only be made within a short distance (-10 ,um) of the surface where an in-diffusing impurity or defect might cause a local enhancement, while normal oxygen diffusion may occur in the bulk of the sample in which such T &3 1O-8 
19) (v) together with values implied by out-diffusion measurements by SIMS {Ref. 28) (vertical lines) and TD profiling (Ref. 26) (E).
Analysis of the present [Oil-loss measurements, assuming a value of r,=5 A, for as-grown material annealed at T<4flO "C (0) are also-shown. The line represents that fitted to measurements of D, (Fig. 1 ).
point defects are likely to be absent. In fact, significantly enhanced out-diffusion at the higher temperatures of 750, 1000, and 1200 "C has also been reported,34-36 although there is no doubt that oxygen diffusion to precipitates is normal at these temperatures, as discussed above. At the lowest temperatures (TG500 "C), oxygen aggregation leads to the formation of thermal donor (TD) defects. Early work by Kaiser, Frisch, and Reiss et ~1.~~ revealed a dependency of the initial rate of donor formation d[TD]/dt on the fourth power of the oxygen concentration during anneals at 450 "C. Kinetic arguments led to the conclusion that TD defects contained predominantly 0, clusters and this assignment has been generally accepted and widely quoted since then. Subsequently, it was noticed38 that the formation of such four atom clusters would require Doxy to be enhanced by a factor of 10. In fact, a structural model of TDs involving clusters of five or more Oi atoms was then shown to account for a wide variety of the experimentally observed properties of TD defects" and this model required values of Doxy which were more than two orders of magnitude larger than normal. Spreading resistance profiles3' of material heated at 450 "C revealed a depletion of [TD] close to the surface. If oxygen out-diffusion were responsible, an enhancement of Doxy by a factor greater than 10" would again be implied (Fig. 2) ; however, SIMS measurements4' revealed no evidence for such enhanced out-diffusion of oxygen at 450 "C and the origin for the depletion of [TD] close to the surface remains unknown. Although TD defects have been studied over a period of almost 40 years, neither their structure nor even the number of oxygen atoms present in each donor center is known.
Recently41 we measured the initial rates of TD formation for samples with different values of [OJ for a range of anneal temperatures (350<T<500 "C). The dependence of the rates on the exponent n of the grown-in oxygen concentration (i.e., [Oir) was determined and our results at 450 "C reproduced the value of n-4 found by Kaiser and coworkers; however, the exponent n was found to depend on anneal temperature, approaching 9 at 500 "C and tending asymptotically to -2 for T<400 "C (Fig. 3) . Applying the kinetic arguments of Kaiser and co-workers to the results at the Iowest temperatures would then imply that TD centers contain only two oxygen atoms and there would no longer be a requirement for D,, to be enhanced.
An extrapolation of the high-temperature (1050aT a650 "C) data3' for N would imply that mainly O2 dimers would be produced at T-480 "C and lower temperatures, consistent with the findings outlined above. An analysis of oxygen loss based on second-order kinetics, assuming that 0, dimers did not dissociate, led to normal values of D,, for samples heated at 420 or 450 0C,11,17 for what was considered to be a reasonable choice of rc= 10 A for the capture radius associated with dimer formation. The magnitude of the rate of oxygen loss was therefore shown to be consistent with dimer formation being the rate-limiting step in the aggregation process, and oxygen diffusivity did not appear to have been enhanced. Since the oxygen aggregates formed during anneals at temperatures below 650 "C could not be detected directIy, values of N are unknown and Doxy can no longer be determined from oxygen-loss data without invoking a model to describe the aggregation process.
Notwithstanding the success of this simple dimer formation model at lower temperatures, problems became apparent after its application to further measurements. First, the analysis of measurements made on samples annealed at 500 "C led to a value of D,, that was a factor of 4.6 too small.'7 This result was attributed qualitatively to the increasing importance of dimer dissociation as the temperature was increased above 450 "C. Second, the values of D, derived from measurements on different samples annealed at 450 "C increased linearly with the grown-in oxygen concentration. 42'43 This result is not physically meaningful, and indicates that one or more important processes had not been taken into account in the simple dimer formation model. Third, measurements of oxygen loss in as-grown material annealed at the lowest temperatures studied (-350 "C) implied that Doxy was enhanced by a factor of up to 10.~~45
Not only was dimer dissociation neglected in the simple dimer formation model but the possibility that O2 dimers might diffuse more rapidly as an entity than Oi atoms was also ignored. This possibility was first proposed by Gosele and Tan46 who suggested that O2 dimers were "gaslike molecules" that could migrate easily through the silicon lattice and that pairs of such molecules could combine to form O4 cluster&to explain TD formation according to the observations of Kaiser and co-workers.37 Subsequent ab initio calculations47-50 indicated that there is a small binding energy (0.1-1.0 eV) between two adjacent Oi atoms and that these dimers have a lower activation energy for diffusion (-1.4 eV) than single Oi atoms. Measurements by SIMS of enhanced out-diffusion of oxygen at T&500 "C (Fig. 2) were considered to provide evidence in support of this model.40 These measurements led to values of Doxy that were close to a value deduced from TEM observations of RLDs assuming that they consisted of coesite; however, the values derived from SIMS measurements did not vary systematically with the initial oxygen content of different samples as might have been expected and there is no evidence for high concentrations of oxygen in RLDs (see above). In conclusion, these experiments are not considered to provide conclusive evidence that oxygen dimers diffuse more rapidly than Oi atoms.
In view of the discrepancies in the literature regarding oxygen diffusion mechanisms, we have measured the rates of loss of [OJ from solution and the concomitant rates of formation of TD defects in a range of crystals during anneals at temperatures in the range 350ST~500 "C which are described in Sec. II. The dependence of the rate of [O,] loss on initial oxygen concentration demonstrates that this process follows second-order kinetics at low temperatures (TG400 "C). The values of D,, derived from an analysis of these measurements depend inversely on the value chosen for the capture radius associated with dimer formation rr. In principle, rc has a minimum value of -2 '4, corresponding to the separation of adjacent bond-centered sites, but is not expected to exceed -10 A. As the value is not known we assumed a value of r,=5 A to conform with that chosen by other workers.42 Values of D,, so deduced are shown to be larger than normal by a factor of -3 and support for the small enhancements is provided by variations in the rate of [Oi] loss during extended anneals. Further measurements relating to samples that had been preheated at 1300 "C in hydrogen gas and then quenched to room temperature are presented in Sec. III. Values of D oxy derived in the same way for By assuming that oxygen dimers diffused much more rapidly than isolated Oi atoms, experimental observations could be attributed to the increasing significance of their dissociation at temperatures higher than 400 "C.
II. EFFECT OF VARIATION OF OXYGEN CONCENTRATION
Samples were cut (-10X 10X 1.5 mm3) from Cz crystals A-E (Table I) that had not been subjected to any postgrowth heat treatment. Sets of specimens were polished and annealed isothermally in air at 350, 375, 400,450, and 500 "C. The absorption coefficient Q of the 9 pm infrared (IR) -absorption band was measured at room temperature at each stage of the anneal using a Perkin-Elmer PE983 doublebeam dispersive spectrometer. Values of [Oi] were determined using the ASTM procedure53 in conjunction with the calibration of Baghdadi et aLS4 for which a=1 cm-' corresponds to [0,1=3.14X 1017 cmm3. Resistivity measurements were made using the four-point-probe technique and applying the appropri@e correction factors to account for the finite sample thickness? ' Values of [TD] were deduced using the previously reported calibration.56
As discussed above, in the low-temperature regime (T <500 "C) the rate of loss of oxygen from solution should be related to trapping of diffusing Oi atoms by other such atoms resulting in the formation of an O2 dimer described by O~fO~'02. 0) Assuming the dissociation rate of the dimers is negligible relative to the forward reaction rate, the kinetics of [OJ loss would be controlled solely by the interaction rate of two randomly diffusing Oi atoms,
where r, is the capture radius associated with dimer formation. Integrating this expression leads to the relation Fig. 4 . The gradients of lines fitted to the data did not depend on [Oi] col for anneals at low temperatures (TG400 "C). Values of D,, derived from these slopes using Eq. (3) and assuming a value of r,=5 A were independent of [Oi]~o~ (Fig. 5) , as expected for second-order kinetics. After longer anneal times the slope of the data tended to decrease (Fig. 6) . Reductions in the rate of [0,] loss are expected when the dissociation of the clusters formed during the anneal becomes significant. Since the concentration of such clusters should increase with anneal time, the reductions would then become increasingly more apparent; however, the form of the variation did not vary significantly with [O&) in the different samples and there was no tendency to approach an asymptotic concentration after long anneal times. An alternative explanation_ wouId follow if D Oxy was enhanced initially but then decreased toward its normal value with increasing anneal time.
At 450 
. . ingful (see Sec. I), indicating that some other process or processes became significant at these higher temperatures. This shortcoming is revealed by a comparison of the implied values of D,, with those expected for normal diffusion (Fig. 7) .
While the values of D,, appear to be larger than normal by a factor of -3 at the lower temperatures (Ts400 "C), independent of the value of [Oi]co), the corresponding values at 450 "C are close to normal and those derived from the 500 "C data are lower than normal, particularly for samples with a low initial oxygen concentration. By implication, the rate of LOi] loss was less than expected at the higher temperatures if a stable O2 dimer had been formed for every 01-0, interaction. These effects indicate that the rate of a reverse dissociative reacticn must have become increasingly significant relative to that of Oi-Oi interaction as the temperature was increased (?"a450 "C). This is apparently in contradiction to the conclusions based on the form of plots of
, which did not change significantly with anneal temperature over the whole range investigated (Fig. 8 ). This problem is considered further in Sec. IV.
We next consider the measurements of thermal donor concentration made for the same set of samples. At temperatures below 400 "C the rate of TD formation, estimated for values of [TD] up to -5X 1015 cmw3, varied with [Oil2 (Fig. 3), as reported previously."' This result indicates that oxygen dimerization was not only the rate-limiting step for the loss of ~Oi] from solution but also for the formation of TDs. (IOil-') and normalited by subtracting the inverse of the initial concentrations in the different samples.
Support for the observation that the rates of both processes were controlled by the same reaction step is provided by consideration of the ratio of oxygen loss A [O,] relative to the concentration of TDs formed A [TD] . The ratio (-10) which could only be determined after significant [O,] . loss (> 1 X 1016 cme3) was almost constant during the anneals until a maximum value of [TD] was established (Fig. 9) . In other words, the rate of TD formation decreased during long anneals, corresponding to the variations in the rate of [O,] loss already described. The ratio did not vary significantly with either [Oi]~oj or anneal temperature ( Fig. 10 ) so the increasing dependence of d[Oi]/dt on [Oi]co) at higher temperatures was correlated with that for TD formation (Fig. 3) . The dissociative reaction responsible for the reduced rates of [OJ loss at high temperatures (T=400 "C) was therefore shown to lead to corresponding reductions in the rates of TD formation.
In summary, the stable dimer model describes the [Oil-loss -process adequately at low temperatures (TG 400 "C) but D,, appeared to be larger than normal by a factor of, -3. The slopes of graphs of ([OJU1)(,) decreased by a similar factor after long anneals which could be explained if Doxy was initially enhanced and subsequently decreased toward its normal value. It is therefore necessary to propose a mechanism for such an enhancement process. A preheat treatment of a sample in hydrogen gas is known to
Temperature ("C) 10. lead to very large enhancements of the rate of single diffusion jumps of Oi atoms but there is no systematic published data for enhanced long-range oxygen diffusion in such material at temperatures in the range 500>T&350 "C!. We now show that this process does occur, indicating that the slightly enhanced oxygen diffusion in as-grown material may be explained by the presence of a small concentration of rapidly diffusing hydrogen.
III. EFFECT OF A PRIOR HEAT TREATMENT IN HYDROGEN
The rate of oxygen loss from solution was greatly enhanced at low temperatures in samples annealed in a hydrogen plasma rather than in air and the presence of hydrogen iri the plasma was essential for the enhancement process to occur. Possible mechanisms have been discussed elsewhere.30?43744,57-59 Values of enhanced D,, could not be derived from measurements of the rate of relaxation of stressinduced dicbroism (275GTG350 "C) because the process appeared to be controlled by the in-diffusion of hydrogen so that the enhancement first occurred in a region close to the sample surface and the depth of this zone increased up to several millimeters with heating time;59 however, enhanced rates of oxygen diffusion jumps have been measured for samples that had been preheated in hydrogen gas at temperatures above 600 "C and then quenched to room temperature ( Fig. 1 1) .51*52 The presence of hydrogen (deuteriumj in material treated in this way has been demonstrated directly by SIMS measurements60'61 and by observation of H-B pairs in material containing [B]-1 017 cm-3. 5',60-63 The concentration of hydrogen and the enhancement of the oxygen diffusion process were uniform throughout the thickness of the samples. The scatter in the measurements (Fig. 11 ) is relatively large and the reason is not understood. Samples~had been quenched from temperatures of 800, 900, or 1250 "C but there was no systematic correlation with the resulting value of D,, . It should be recalled that if the enhancement were due to the transient interaction of highly mobile H atoms with Oi atoms, as proposed elsewhere,B4*65 the enhancement would depend on the concentration of H atoms in solution during the anneals. This concentration may depend on the details of the procedure used to induce the dichroism, which involves a heat treatment in air at 420 "C for 30 min while the sample was under stress. It has been demonstrated that the rate of cooling from 420 "C can produce variations in the magnitude of the subsequently measured values of D,,, and differences relating to different materials have been noted.B6 In summary, the observed scatter is greater than reported previously*' for samples heated at 900 "C. These latter data are in good agreement with early results of Stavola et a1.,7 described by ( 0 ) 500 "C. The data for the lowest anneal temperature appear to be displaced below those for anneals at the higher temperatures but the corresponding slopes are similar.
(the dashed line in Fig. ll) , relating to samples that had also been preheated at 900 "C, although a least-squares fit to all our data yielded D,,,=2.OX 1OM6 exp( -1.68 aV/kT) cm' s-' (the dotted line in Fig. 11 ). Irrespective of this spread, the activation energy of enhanced diffusion is significantly smaller than that for normal diffusion (2.53 eV). We now show that enhanced long-range diffusion of oxygen also occurs in hydrogenated silicon during subsequent lowtemperature anneals.
Samples cut from silicon crystals A and F were etched and heated in Ha(g) in a silica tube (all components and samples had been RCA cleaned?) for 30 min at 1300 "C. The anneal was terminated by a rapid quench, by dropping the samples into silicone oil at room temperature. The hydrogenated samples prepared from crystal F, and those from crystal A in some cases, were then annealed isothermally in air, together with as-grown control samples. Anneals were carried out at temperatures in the range 320STG460 "C and measurements of [Oil and [TD] were made at each stage of the anneal.
The rates of [O,] loss in the material which had been subjected to the hydrogenation treatment were greater than in the corresponding as-grown control samples (Fig. 12) at all anneal temperatures. The derived values of Doxy for asgrown controls (Fig. 13) were consistent with those described in the last section (Fig. 7) , while greatly enhanced values were deduced for the hydrogenated samples (Fig. 13) .
The relatively rapid loss of [OJ from solution in the hydrogenated material was not due to diffusion of oxygen to structural defects, which might have been generated by the quench treatment, since the rate of TD formation was also enhanced. In fact the ratio AIOi]/AITD] (-10) was the same as that measured for the as-grown controls (Fig. 14) . The enhancement mechanism which gave rise to increased rates of relaxation of stress-induced dichroism has now been shown to endure for times sufficient to cause substantial [O,] loss and the enhancement factors for the two processes at a given temperature are very similar (cf. Figs. 11  and 13 ). The enhancements did not depend on [O&a, (see data for 320 and 375 "C in Fig. 13 ) indicating that the process was catalyzed by some impurity or defect other than oxygen. The monotonic decreases in the rate of [O,] loss (Fig. 15) can be attributed to the loss from solution of the species responsible for the enhancement. The present and If a small concentration of hydrogen atoms were present in the as-grown material, the hydrogen enhancement mechanism might account for the correspondingly small initial enhancements implied by our analysis. The enhancement would be expected to decay as the concentration of hydrogen in solution became depleted during extended anneals, and normal oxygen diffusion should then be observed. This could account for the tendency of slopes of plots of ([Oil-')(,) for anneals at 400 "C to decrease by a factor of -3 after which they remained constant within the errors of the measurements (Fig. 15) . Finally, we note that there is existing evidence for the loss of the effectiveness of hydrogen in enhancing oxygen diffusion after extended anneals derived from measurements of stress-induced dichroism.58 (Fig. 7) , resulting in a dependence on increasingly gen atoms. Oxygen trapping by the largest cluster 0, , was high powers of [Oi] (Fig. 3) . To investigate the role of disneglected so that larger clusters could not form. The net rate of dimer formation was described by ' sociative processes, a more detailed model of oxygen clustering which describes the evolution of oxygen clusters during anneals is required. As a tirst approximation, the process was assumed to occur by the serial reaction o,+Qn=o,+1 (4) where 01 and 0, represent an Oi atom and a cluster of m oxygen atoms, respectively. The concentration of each cluster and the loss of [Oi] from solution could be computed iteratively if reasonable assumptions were made about the starting conditions and the diffusion processes which control the reaction rates.
As in the previous kinetic model of Tan and co-workers,42 all clusters (including O2 dimers) were initially taken to be immobile, so that the rate of each forward step in the reaction would be controlled by the diffusivity of 0, atoms and the normal value of Doxy at 450 "C was chosen. The forward rate constant was derived as Ic~=~~-,D,,~ and rc was taken to be 5 A, independent of cluster size. The rate of oxygen loss was then given by lo" A dispersed solution of 1Or8 cme3 O1 atoms was presumed to exist prior to the anneals and the concentrations of clusters containing up to M = 10 0 atoms were calculated by integrating the reaction rates during a simulated anneal which was continued until [O,] decreased by 20%. During the anneals, around 90% of the 0, atoms lost from solution were incorporated as O2 dimers and the concentrations of larger clusters decreased by about an order of magnitude on increasing cluster size from m to m+ 1 [ Fig. 16(a) ], consistent with the results of previous modeling.42 The effect of terminating the clustering for large clusters Oy , would not significantly affect the evolution of the smaller clusters since their concentrations were always much greater than CO,]. A plot of ml-'h, was linear and the gradient was very close to 8 wr,D oxy since [Or] (0) as-grown and (0) hydrogenated samples annealed at 400 "C as functions of anneal time divided by the scaling factor S chosen so that the initial gradients were the same. The straight line illustrates the constant slope of the data for as-grown material during extended anneals. to Eqs. (5), (6), and (7), respectively. The results of the simulation using a value of k,=10m6 s-l [ Fig. 16(b) ] demonstrate that while the initial gradient of a plot of ml-'>(t) was not affected, the inclusion of the dissociation process caused the slope of the plot to decrease continuously with increasing time. This behavior is easily understood since, in the early stages of the anneals, the concentrations of clusters leading to reverse reactions were negligible compared with [OJ. The effect of dissociation became more pronounced during the anneals as the concentrations of clusters increased, leading to a slowing down of the whole aggregation process. The inclusion in the modeling of dissociation in this way does not, therefore, account for the experimentally observed reductions of the initial slope of ([OJ')(,) and there is no experimental evidence for increased curvature of the data at the higher temperatures (Fig. 8) .
If O2 dimers were much less stable than larger clusters (m>2) then a quasiequilibrium dimer concentration [O,], would be established (d[02]&t-+O), while the concentrations of larger clusters would continue to increase with anneal time. Calculations using a dimer dissociation rate k,,=4X low6 s-' (Fig. 17) demonstrate that a plot of m-')(t, 3 which initially had a slope that was indistinguishable from that obtained in the absence of dissociation, subsequently tended to a linear variation with a gradient that Since those derived from measurements were close to normal for T=450 "C (Fig. 7) , D,, would have had to have been enhanced by this large factor, inconsistent with the results of the corresponding analysis for anneals at 400 "C. Another major problem is that there is no experimental evidence for the initial rapid transient extending for -100 h and involving the loss of -10% of [OJ from solution, predicted by the modeling (Fig. 17) . This absence could in principle be explained if [O,] ,, had already been established prior to the anneals; however, anneals at 1300 "C in argon gas followed by a rapid quench to room temperature did not affect the value of [OJ in samples prepared from each of the crystals used in this work, implying that the concentration of oxygen in clustered form was much smaller than the value of [0,] in the as-grown state; furthermore, the initial transient was also absent for anneals of hydrogenated samples, which had been subjected to a similar thermal pretreatment. While the [O,] loss associated with the initial transient would be smaller if the real value of k,, was greater than that used in the modeling, the slopes of plots of ([OJ-l)c,, would then imply even more dramatic increases in the enhancement of D,, on increasing the temperature from 400 to 450 "C. The important point to emerge from this aspect of the modeling was that the existence of a quasiequilibrium dimer concentration offered an explanation for the observed dependency of d[OJ/dt on a third power of [OJ~,,) while conserving the linear form of plots of ([O,]-'jc,, . We now show that a quasiequilibrium dimer concentration can be established even if dimer dissociation is not significant, if Oz dimers are assumed to diffuse much more rapidly than single O1 atoms. Rapid dimer diffusion was incorporated in the model by addition of the further terms -~f2n1Kh1~ to Eqs. (5), (6), and (7), respectively. The forward rate constant k-f-2 = 4~r,Do~ represents the contribution to cluster formation caused by dimer diffusivity Do, and a ratio of Do2 Wxv -lo4 was chosen to illustrate the effects of this process. If all clusters (ma3) were stable (k,=O), plots of ccw'>~,, were linear [ Fig. 18(a) ] and the gradient was greater than S'TTY,D~~~ by a factor of 3/2. This effect arises because the formation of an O2 dimer would be followed by its rapid diffusion, predominantly to another Or atom resulting in 0s formation. Thus, the process would follow secondorder kinetics, consistent with experimental observations for anneals at low temperatures, and the small increase in rate might imply smaller enhancements of D,, than the factor of -3 derived in Sec. II. In contrast to the immobile dimer model, a quasiequilibrium value of [O,] was quickly established and remained constant relative to [Or] throughout the anneals [ Fig. 18(a) ]. Therefore, [0,] loss led only to increases in the concentrations of immobile clusters with rr@3.
With the assumption of a high rate of dimer dissociation (&,=2X lo-" s-l), in addition to rapid dimer diffusion, neither the linearity of plots of ([0,]-')1,, nor the sizes of clusters that formed during the anneals were affected, but the overall rate of the process was reduced [ Fig. IS(b) ]. This behavior is consistent with the experimentally observed reduced rates of [O,] loss without changes in the form of the variation with anneal time. Such reductions would be significant at temperatures at which the dissociation rate exceeded the rate of trapping of the diffusing dimer by an 0, atom. Since trimers were assumed to be stable, [O,] increased with anneal time and, by ignoring the role of larger (m>3) [O,p. Thus, the apparent order of the clustering process depends on the relative rates of dimer dissociation and their diffusion to traps. The observed increase in this apparent order from two to three as the anneal temperature was increased from 400 to -450 "C (Fig. 3) can be explained in this way, without implying that clusters of different sizes were predominantly formed during the anneals at the different temperatures. This is a unique feature of the rapidly diffusing dimer model and helps to account for TD formation, as discussed later.
Although further increases in the value of k,., would lead to larger reductions in the rate of [O,] loss, the net rate of the process would remain proportional to [O,] s according to the model outlined so far and so it is not possible to account for the observation that d[Oi]/dt varies with even higher powers of [O,] for anneals at Z'a450 "C (Fig. 3) . This behavior suggests that [O,] loss is due predominantly to increases in the concentrations of relatively large oxygen clusters. It is next necessary to investigate whether the foregoing assumption that 0, defects were stable is a necessary requirement for the essentially new features of the modeling. If trimers dissociated at a high rate k,.,, their concentration would also reach quasiequilibrium [O,] , , during the early stages of the anneals. Provided the total concentration of oxygen in dimer and trimer form was not measurable (<lOi6 cmw3) then the incubation period (see Fig. 17 ) required to establish [O,],, and [O,], would not be observed experimentally. The quasiequilibrium dimer concentration would be controlled at low temperatures by the balance between the rates of their formation and their rapid diffusion to another dimer or a trimer, depending on the relative values of [O,], and ([O,] ,,/2) assuming that larger clusters (0, and 0,) are stable. Once quasiequilibrium had been established only two Or atoms would be lost from solution for each dimer formed so the slope of plots of ml-'>,,, would be close to 2 kfl , as assumed in our simple analysis (Sets. II and III). In other words, the observation that d[Oi]/dt follows second-order kinetics at low temperatures (Fig. 3) requires only that the rate of dimer dissociation is less than the rate at which rapidly diffusing dimers are trapped to form stable clusters. There is no requirement that intermediate-sized clusters such as 0, are stable and the results for anneals at low temperatures would provide no information about the size of cluster formed as a result of ,dimer diffusion.
At higher temperatures dimers become increasingly likely to dissociate before being trapped to form a stable cluster. Values of d[OJ/dt would therefore be lower than expected if dissociation had not occurred. As already described in the case where trimers were considered to be stable, dimer dissociation would lead to an apparent transition to higher-order kinetics. We now consider the possibility that dimer trapping occurs mainly as a result of dimer-trimer interactions resulting in the formation of stable OS clusters. Ignoring the trapping of dimers by larger clusters, the pro- P&q and iQJ,, can be calculated as 3.6X1015 and 1.4X lOI6 cmw3 respectively. This value of [OJeq is much higher than that'obtained under the assumption that 0, were stable (Fig. 18 ), because the rate at which dimers are trapped is significantly reduced by the inclusion of a high trimer dissociation rate. In fact these values of [O,] ,, and [O,],,, would be sufficiently large to account for all of the first -10% of [O,] loss assuming a dispersed solution of [O,] atoms existed prior to the anneals. The effect of trimer dissociation would then not be significant until a time corresponding to that at which [03] tended to quasiequilibrium. This incubation time would be insignificant relative to the time required to measure the first 10% of [Or] 
To simulate the effect of increasing the temperature of the anneals, calculations were repeated for increasing values of k,,. A value of k,, = 1 X low5 s-1 caused a 15% reduction in d[O,]/dt which then varied with [OJ2", a change which would be too small to resolve experimentally. Higher values of k,, led to increases in the magnitude of these changes and a value of kr2=4X 10m4 cm-z led to reductions of almost an order of magnitude in [OJ, and [O,] , (4.9X1014 and 2.0X10" cm-s, respectively) while both d[O,]/dt and d[O,]/dt were reduced by a factor of -50 and tended to vary with [Ol]4.8. The magnitude of this reduction is similar to the difference between the average measured rate of [Oi] loss and that expected from second-order kinetics for anneals at 500 "C (Fig. 7) . Even larger increases in k,, led to greater reductions in the CO,]-loss rate but the dependence on CO,] did not increase above n=S. The calculations show that the maximum apparent order of the [OJ-loss process, observed as the temperature is increased, can be related to the size of the smallest cluster which is stable during the anneals.
The observed tendency of d[Oi]/dt to vary with [Oil8 at 500 "C can therefore be explained if dimer clustering leads predominantly to the increasing concentration of aggregates containing as many as eight oxygen atoms. Changes in the apparent kinetics for temperatures below 500 "C can then be explained by reduced rates of dissociation relative to formation of dimers (kr2/kfl) without affecting the sizes of oxygen clusters that form during the anneals. Note that a much larger value of DollDo, than lo4 would be required if [Oi] loss led mainly tb increases in the concentration of such large clusters. Otherwise a significant incubation stage of [OJ loss would be expected, prior to the establishment of quasiequilibrium concentrations of the intermediate-sized oxygen clusters.
The internal strain in the large clusters formed during the anneals may cause the ejection of one or more selfinterstitials into the surrounding matrix. These rapidly diffusing defects could interact with O2 dimers forming a stable and immobile 02-S& complex, as has been suggested previously.4o In view of the results of our modeling, they might also interact with other small clusters present in quasiequilibrium concentrations. We have included reactions of this type in various further models but have found that the dependency of d[O,]/dt on [O1]~o) was not affected. It would appear then that the [Oil-loss measurements would not be expected to provide evidence for such processes.
The modeling has led to a new and rather unconventional description of the oxygen-loss process at these low temperatures. ,The central idea is that oxygen dimers, which diffuse relatively rapidly, act as precursors to the growth of relatively large oxygen clusters. Although the formation of such large clusters might be expected for anneals at the highest temperature, the apparent changes in the order of the process for anneals at lower temperatures can be explained without implying changes in size of the clusters formed during the anneals. The behavior can be attributed to a decreasing rate of dimer dissociation relative to that of formation as the temperature is reduced. Note that the intermediate clusters which would be present in quasiequilibrium concentrations are not necessarily required to be less stable than O2 since the dimer lifetime may be much smaller due to its high diffusion rate and subsequent trapping. However, it is also possible that the barrier to dissociation of clusters larger than O2 by release of O2 may be lower than for the release of Oi , given that the barrier for O2 diffusion would appear to be much lower; thus, the relative stability of intermediate-sized oxygen clusters might be similar over a wide temperature range (350-500 "C).
V. DISCUSSION
The size of oxygen clusters that form during anneals at temperatures below 650 "C has not been determined directly.r6 Analysis of [Oi] lois during such anneals relies on the use of an assumed model wmch must be shown to provide a self-consistent explanation of the process. The rate of [O,] loss at low temperatures (Ts400 "C) has been shown in this work to be proportional to [Oil2 (Fig. 3) . The use of second-order kinetics with a reasonable choice of t-,=5 A led to values of D OXY which were only a factor of -3 greater than normal (Fig. 7) . Support for the small apparent enhancement was provided by the form of plots of ([Oil-')(t) (Figs. 6 and 8) which suggested that the initial value of.Doxy decreased by a factor of -3 before'remaining relatively constant with increasing anneal time (Fig. 15) . Deiiberate hydrogenation of material led to much greater enhancement factors of around 100 at 350 "C (Fig. 13) , although the degree of enhancement tended to decrease slowly with increasing anneal time (Fig. 15) . The previously reported catalysis of oxygen diffusion jump rates7 '5*'52 (Fig. 11 ) have thereby been shown to persist for sufficiently long times to cause a measurable loss of [Of] from solution. These results demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt that the rate-limiting step in the [Oil-IOSS process at these low temperatures was due to Oi-Oi interaction.
The catalyst responsible for the small enhancements during the early stages of the anneals does not appear to be related to a defect generated by, or consumed during, the [Or] -loss process since the degree of enhancement was independent of COi]~o) (Fig. 13) . Other work59 relating to heat treatments of samples in plasmas provides evidence that the process probably involves transient interactions between Oi atoms and rapidly diffusing H atoms. Features commonly detected in photoluminescence and IR-absorption72 spectra of as-grown material have recently been shown to incorporate hydrogen, demonstrating that it is a residual contaminant. The present results might be explained if some of this hydrogen can be released into solution during heat treatments but the degree of dissolution decreases with increasing anneal time.
The rates of [O,] loss for anneals at higher temperatures (Ta450 "C) were lower than expected (Fig. 7) and the reductions were greatest for samples with lowest values of [Oi]~o) (Fig. 5) . Values of Doxy derived using second-order kinetics therefore appeared to increase with [OJ~,,) , consistent with previous observations for anneals at -450 0C.4543 The fact that the form of plots of ([Oil-.*)(r) was not different from that at lower temperatures (Fig. 8) could be explained if the dissociating cluster was present in a quasiequilibrium concentration throughout the anneals. If all clusters were assumed to be immobile, a quasiequilibrium dimer concentration could be established as a result of dimer dissociation but the measured rates of [Oil loss would then require enhancements of Doxy far in excess of those derived for anneals at only slightly lower temperatures (P&400 "C). This problem could be avoided if O2 dimers were assumed to diffuse much more rapidly than isolated oxygen atoms so that a quasiequilibrium value of [OJ was established even at the lower temperatures at which dissociation was insignificant. The dependence of d[Oi]/dtcc[Oi]' for anneals at 500 "C implied that the concentrations of clusters containing fewer than -8 0 atoms were in quasiequilibrium during the anneals, due to the balance between their formation and dissociation. The [Oil-loss process over the whole range of temperatures could then be explained by increases in the ratio of the rate of dimer dissociation relative to that of their formation as the temperature was increased, with no requirement for the formation of larger oxygen clusters at the higher temperatures.
Although the possibility that 0, dimers might diffuse more rapidly than Oi atoms has been considered for many years, there is no unambiguous evidence that such rapid diffusion oc&rrs. Since our analysis of the [O&loss kinetics appears to require this process, we now consider whether other experimental rest&s might provide further support. It is interesting to recall the results of heating Si containing both oxygen cm-s) and substitutional carbon ([C,]-10'8 cme3). The rate of [Of] loss during anneals at 450 "C was not measurably different from that for lowcarbon material,10*43 but this result was not surprising since the diffusivity of C, is negligible at this low temperature and the concentration of C,-Oi complexes increased only slightly during the anneals. In other words, the rate-limiting step for [Oi] loss did not appear to have been affected by the pres; ence of high levels of [C,], but remained due to Oi-Oi interaction. However, the rate of TD formation was much (up to a factor of 100) lower than for low carbon material,73 leading to corresponding increases74 in A[Oi]/A[TD], and [C,] was lost from solution at half the rate of [Oi] 10~s.'~ This latter observation was previously explained by the following sequence of reactions: (a) ejection of a rapidly diffusing selfinterstitial Sii upon 0s formation; (b) exchange of sites between Sit and C, ; and (c) rapid diffusion of the interstitial carbon atom to 0, pairs to form 0,-C, complexes. Evidence for the formation of such complexes has been provided by IR-absorption73 and photohuninescence75 spectroscopies. The main problem with this explanation is that calculations76 indicate that there is insufficient strain within a cluster as small as 0, to cause the ejection of a self-interstitial. We have now demonstrated that if rapid dimer diffusion occurs, the observations for carbon-doped material may alternatively be explained if the formation of relatively large oxygen clusters led to the ejection of several Sii defects per cluster. In fact, rapid dimer diffusion might explain the observations without requiring the ejection of self-interstitials since O,-Cr complexes may form directly by the trapping of O2 by C, followed by the displacement of the carbon atom to an interhave been invoked to explain not only thermal donor behavstitial site.
ior but also rapid dimer diffusion. Another observation relates to material that does not contain high levels of carbon. As absorption is lost from the 1107 cm-t (9 ,um) band due to decreases in [Oi] during anneals, no absorption of comparable strength appears at similar frequencies in the IR spectrum. If dimer diffusion was insignificant then the occurrence of second-order kinetics, demonstrated in the present work, would lead to the expectation of a high concentration of stable Oi-Oi pairs in material annealed at low temperatures. Since no strong absorption was detected, the dipole moment per unit displacement 17 of the 0 atoms in this defect would then have to be lower than the value of 9-3.5 e, where e is the charge of an electron, for Oi, derived from the calibration pf the 9 ,um band. While the latter value is unusually high and values of 7-I e have been derived from the absorption due to other impurities, there is no evidence for significant changes of 9 associated with 0 in different bond-centered positions. Thus, for O-vacancy centers, involving an extended S&O-Si bridging bond, 77 is independent of the charge state of the defect77 and is almost the same7' as for Oi . The discrepancy might be explained if most of these clustered 0 atoms were present in a different bonding configuration with a low value of 7. For example, a value of v= 1 would lead to the expectation of absorption which was less than that lost from the 9 ,um band by a factor of -12.
Although D,, might also be enhanced during the early stages of anneals at T&450 "C, as it appears to be at lower temperatures, the form of plots of ([Oil)(t) versus anneal time are not more linear (Fig. 8) as might have been expected if the enhancement had decreased as the temperature was increased (Fig. 11) ; however, given that dimer dissociation appears to become increasingly important at the higher temperatures, small increases in [OJJO,] with increasing anneal time may also contribute to the curvature of the data for T&450 "C!. The fact that the slope of an Arrhenius plot (-1.8 eV) of d[Oi]/dt has been found44Y45 to be lower than the activation energy of normal oxygen diffusion (2.53 eV) can be attributed to the combined effects of dimer dissociation for T2450 "C and the extrinsic enhancement of D,, at lower temperatures. Since TD formation appears to be controlled by the rate of [0,] loss (Figs. 3, 9, 10, and 14) , the same explanation should account for the similarly low slope of an Arrhenius plot of d[TD]/dt. ~4'45~83-85 In fact, we observed weak and broad IR absorption at -1013 cm-' in the IR spectra of annealed samples that contained high concentrations of TD defects. In agreement with recent work,7g the absorption in this band could be correlated with the values of [TD] . The strength, position, and form of the absorption was not significantly affected by cooling samples from 350 to 6 K and so the origin of the line can be assumed to be due to a vibrational rather than an electronic transition(s). The absorption may originate from Si-0 vibrations in the cores of TD defects79 since electron nuclear double-resonance measurements have provided evidence that they contain at least two 0 atoms;80'8* however, a shift of the vibrational frequency might have been expected as the sample temperature was reduced from room temperature due to changes in the charge state of the TDs. Our measurements indicate that an integrated absorption coefficient, Ja dv, of 1 cm-2 in the 1013 cm-' band is equivalent to [TD] =1.6X 1016 cmv3. By comparison with the 1107 cm-' band for which J&dv=l cm-' corresponds to [Oil= 1.0X lOI6 cm -3, this calibration would imply an average of -0.6 or 7 0 atoms per donor, depending on whether 17 was 3.5e or 1 e, respectively. Since -10 Oi atoms were lost from solution per TD formed during the early stages of the anneals, the 1013 cm-' band could account for the loss of [O,] if 77 was small. It is worth noting that we also detected room-temperature IR absorption at a relatively low frequency of -740 cm-' in samples with high [TD] ; this absorption might be related to vibrational bands detected previouslys2 at 728 and 770 cm-' in spectra obtained at low temperatures and believed to be associated with TD defects. These observations might be explained if clustered oxygen was threefold coordinated as suggested by calculations.47'49'50 Such bonding arrangements It is well known that TDs are not unique defects and consist of a series of as many as 16 different centerss6 formed consecutivelyg7 in a sequence that is unchangeds3 for anneals at temperatures in the range of 4OO<TG500 "C. The formation of such a plethora of centers could not occur if most of the Oi atoms lost from solution remained as uncomplexed Oz. Our modeling of oxygen loss, based on rapid dimer diffusion, demonstrates how a series of different sizes of oxygen clusters might form during anneals over the whole temperature range 350GTG500 "C. It is, therefore, possible that the different individual donor centers might be various sizes of oxygen clusters. The fast-diffusing species6' which converts a TD to the next in the series, might then be identified as the 0, dimer.
Recent evidence from measurements of the NL8 electron paramagnetic-resonance spectrum indicates that the number of 0 atoms in TD centers increases after extended anneals." Although this work is not yet quantitative and the actual number of 0 atoms was not specified, it was argued that chains of Oi atoms were formed along [llO] directions: in that case it is difficult to understand why the vibrational dipole moment should be low. Other work85,86 has shown that TDs present in samples can be destroyed upon subsequent annealing at T2600 "C and -8 Oi atoms are released into solution for each TD lost. If the more recent calibrations4 of the 9 pm IR band had been used, this figure would have been -10 consistent with the present measurements relating to TD formation. Furthermore, the dependence of the maximum concentration of individual TDs on [Oi] in different samples has been found87T89 to increase with their position in the series, at least in the cases of the earliest centers. All these observations can be explained if the different TD defects correspond to various sizes of oxygen clusters formed during the anneals. One problem with this interpretation arises since the number of Oi atoms lost per TD formed does not appear to change with ['ID ] until a maximum value was established (Fig. 9) despite the fact that increasingly higher-order TDs have been shown to form during anneals;83*87.89 however, it should be noted that lines in the TD electronic spectrum become increasingly difficult to resolve with increasing [TD] above -1016 crnw3 whereas the ratio A[O,]/A[TD] is not easily determined during the early stages of the anneals (Fig. 9) . Given these limitations, it is possible that the number of oxygen atoms lost from solution per donor formed does increase with anneal time but only during the early stages of the anneals.
Calculations suggest that the further incorporation of a self-interstitial may be necessary to account for donor behavior,4g*76 raising the possibility that the rate of TD formation may be controlled by the generation of selfinterstitials which, in turn, might result from the formation of large oxygen clusters and their subsequent relaxation to silicalike particles. In this respect it is worth noting that we have only been able to detect the presence of SiOZ (giving rise to broad absorption at energies similar to that due to Oi) after [0,] loss has been continued beyond that required to establish a maximum value of [TD] . There is, therefore, no direct evidence for significant self-interstitial generation during TD formation although it must occur during more prolonged anneals to account for the RLDs observed by TEM.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of measurements of [Oi] loss and TD formation over a wide temperature range leads to a series of important conclusions. Oi-Oi dimerization has been shown to be the rate-limiting step in the loss of isolated oxygen from solution during anneals at low temperatures (T<500 "C). Oxygen diffusion appears to have been enhanced during the early stages of the anneals of as-grown material, but only by a smaI1 factor of -3. The feasibility of an explanation for such enhancements based on catalysis by atomic hydrogen was demonstrated by observation of much greater enhancements in material which had been subjected to a pretreatment in hydrogen gas.
There were apparent reductions in the rate, together with increases in the order of the [Oil-loss process, for anneals at higher temperatures CT>400 "C). Despite these changes, no significant changes in the form of [O,] -loss data with increasing anneal time were observed. These observations could be explained by the increasing rate of dissociation of dimers present in a concentration that did not change significantly throughout the anneals. This quasiequilibrium could be achieved without the requirement of anomalously large values of D,, if 0s dimers were assumed to diffuse much more rapidly than isolated Oi atoms. The CO,]-loss process can then be explained over the whole range of temperatures by varying the rates of dimer dissociation relative to dimer formation. The tendency to a dependence of d [Oi] /dt on [Oil8 in the case of anneals at the highest temperature (500 "C) could then be explained if dimer clustering led predominantly to the formation or growth of large clusters, containing eight or more 0 atoms. Since the clusters formed by this mechanism can be the same over the whole temperature range, observations related to TD formation can be explained by associating TDs with different sizes of oxygen aggregates.
Note udded ia proofi The results presented here represent a significant update of the recentIy published review article of Newman and Jones." 
